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About This Game

Shooting Stars is a refreshing colorful and funny take on the classic arcade shoot'em up, bullet hell, shmup, space invader like,
whatever you want to call it – but finally, with evil aliens disguised as superstars, cats and rainbow lazers. Superstars like Justin

Belieber, PewDerPie, Kanye East, Han so low and many more.

Did you just say rainbow lazers? Yes! Rainbow freakin’ lazers!
Shooting Stars has over 50 stunning ultimate weapons and items to collect. Every item will completely change the way you play.
Don’t be afraid to use attacks like Clone Warriors, Freedom Sheeps, a Ro-Cat launcher, the Disco of Doom and so much more.

Every game you play will be completely different. And the best part is, pay once – play forever!

Save planet earth in various game modes. Challenge your friends with daily generated levels or go at it alone in the rogue like
Card Hunt mode.

Shooting Stars is the complete package of quirky internet awesomeness and shoot‘em up retro feeling.

FEATURES:
* over 20 “celebrity” bosses and 16 beautiful collectible cards
* challenge your friends in a global and daily highscore battle

* collect up to 50 amazing ultimate attacks and superfoods
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* two different game modes
* weird and funny satire on pop culture
* every game will be totally different

* ride a freakin’ hoverboard
* Rainbow Unicorn Approved
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Title: Shooting Stars!
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Bloodirony
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8600 GS, AMD Radeon HD 4290 or newer

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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I'll reiterate what I've said in the discussion forum of this game and say, "it's linear...AND I LOVE IT!!!"

In this day in age of gaming, it's all about the open world sandboxes and 100+ hours you can plug into a game. And while I do
not hate sandbox games, and there's a lot of them that I DO like, there are also a bunch of them that have TOO MUCH to do in
terms of fluffy sidequests leaving the main quests and story very very thin.

What I love about A Plague Tale: Innocence is that it is really really focused. The story moves along at about the right pace it
needs to all the while finding casual ways for you to practice the fundamental stealth and slinging mechanics as soon as you start
the game. It wastes no time in showing you the ropes and getting the story started.

Speaking of the story, it is incredibly well written and just comes to show how much potential video games have for compelling
storytelling. You play as Amicia a 15 year old French princess who is orphaned when The Inquisition comes to her castle
seeking to kidnap her little brother Hugo. Your objective is to protect your little brother, who you haven't seen for most of his
life, from all the would be kidnappers--all the while trying to survive the plague of rats swarming all over France.

I've had legit feels throughout this game and I think I'm only halfway through it, if not almost. The sibling relationship unfolds
in a very natural way. You get moments where Hugo wants to be a normal kid, but he can't be because not only does he have a
mysterious illness that has kept him locked up and isolated in his castle, but also because The Inquisition want to take him for a
reason I've yet to discover.

This leads to a lot of conflict between Amicia and Hugo where she needs to protect him at all costs, even if it means robbing
him of any happiness and comfort because you're almost always on the run from danger. This takes its toll on him as he is just a
little innocent boy thrust into all this violence and bloodshed, as well as for Amicia who has never taken in a life before. Now
she's forced to choose whether or not she wants to be a murderer all for the sake of Hugo's and her own survival.

Now I can go on forever about the story, but I'm sure you wanna hear about the gameplay. Well, let's just say that at least for
me, it's enough gameplay to make me feel involved in the experience. It's a lot of diversion based stealth with OPTIONAL
murder, and the interesting thing about the murdering is that you can hear a change in Amicia's voice over time the more you
kill. It takes a toll on her conscience and that makes the experience feel grounded in reality. She's not your typical
bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and blood thirsty hero, she's a regular young girl forced to make tough decisions.

Don't expect too much bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665stealth takedowns akin to Assassin's Creed or Batman games, but
at least to me I still think it's pretty bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to sling rocks at dude's heads as well as KO them with
a sleeping elixir.

The puzzles are also well done, they rival the puzzles found in Tomb Raider games, though not as elaborate, they can be equally
satisfying to solve. Some of them require you commanding secondary characters to do different things and that's a neat way to
use them as opposed to having them stand by the sidelines watching the main hero carry the team. This game makes you feel
like you are actually as helpless as a 15 year old girl would be and would require some additional help while also having her own
level of competence for survival to grow.

Definitely recommend if you want a short and concise experience, and also definitely worth the price in my opinion. This isn't a
game you play only once and forget about it. To me this is a story I would like to experience at least one or two more times later
down the line like good movies and TV series I've rewatched over the years because there's a lot of details you might miss the
first time.

Full price or sale, this is definitely worth your money if you're looking for a gaming experience that has a definite ending and
has the linearity of the good old games of yesteryear, mixed in with modern realistic graphics and compelling writing.. This
game is a fun arcade racing game that will challenge you even after you've maxed out your bike. The game is a bit grindy and
some losses feel a bit cheap, but I had a lot of fun with it. If you played Riptide GP 2 (this game's prequel) you'll find that it's
largely more of the same with better graphics and an actual story, and that's not a bad thing at all.

The game runs very well on my relatively old (2014) laptop and works wonderfully with a controller. I don't think tricks would
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work as well with a keyboard though, so if you don't have a controller this game might be a bit harder than it should be,
especially the stunt mode.

The track selection is fairly good, the shortcuts aren't always obvious and there are plenty of unlockables to keep you busy.
However, the game does repeat events many times to pad its length and it's a bit unnecessary, especially considering that you
seem to get the best bike (IMO) somewhere in the middle of the campaign.

In terms of modes, there's a career, a single race mode, a global challenge that amounts to time trials with a leaderboard,
splitscreen and online multiplayer. Unfortunately, the online portion of the game is dead, and on splitscreen you can only chose
from preselected track lists, so racing with other people is a bit limited. That said, the single player mode is worth the price of
admission, so I won't hold the multiplayer against the game.

All in all I think I got my money's worth and II recommend this game to any arcade racing fan.. Very good game in general for
the price. There's still a lot of work to be done before I can say it is completed, but as long as they keep the updates and bug
fixes coming, it could become a very good hack n slash platformer.. Fantastic game 10/10 Would rope again! If you haven't
touched this game, you are missing out big time. One of the most unique experiences ever to be had on steam for just five
bucks(or a buck twenty four right now).. If you like traditional Metal Gear games do not recommend. Was expecting a fun
Metal Gear story experience but what you actually get is a barren open world, with lots of RP elements that force you to waste
time waiting constantly. Repetitive missions and menus for managing mother base and such that you feel obligated to also spend
tons of time on. If you want to walk around Mother Base it's RIDICULOUSLY huge once you upgrade it. So many little design
choices similar to that I find to be quite infuriating. Kind of weird to say this about a game but literally way too many menu
options. I would have way preferred a simpler layout to Motherbase and less blatant RP time wasters.. I awaited this game for
PC for a long time, and while it's graphics aren't the best, nor is the gameplay epic, this is still a fun game to play. Everyone
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing that this sucks or its poor quality doesn't know the value of a dollar as it must be handed
to them to shut them up from mom and dad. Only thing I don't like is there is no jump buttonm but for 10.00 I would
recommend this game to anyone. Hopefully the next title will have multiplayer as well as a jump key.. Totally missed EA, but
will call this game excellent as it is now.

AI patterns are guaranteeing you will be getting hit, making leveling up, mods and the rest RPG stuff valid: top-down or side-
scrolling, such games are rare find, and the one with a proper balance and intact online co-op would be my personal pick any
time :)

Don't expect online to be crowded with some random players, though - I think, there is a reason why "invites-only" flag is
selected on lobby-creation by default...
. I want to like but just can't... Have played since Civ III and loved them all...til now. Just can't get into it and the way the
mechanics are. I also hate the new religion system. But then I am just one person. If you enjoy it great, but I cannot recommend
buying it.. \u6e38\u620f\u5d29\u6e83\u4ee5\u81f3\u4e8e\u65e0\u6cd5\u8fdb\u5165\u6e38\u620f\uff0c\u4f46\u6e38\u620f\u
770b\u8d77\u6765\u633a\u4e0d\u9519\uff0c\u5c31\u7ed9\u4e2a\u8d5e\u5427(\u6ca1\u771f\u6b63\u73a9\u8fc7\uff09.
There are many point and click games, but none are very realistic dealing with real life issues. Until now. Obviously some of the
events wouldnt happen on a normal day but in this game you can kiinda understand the scenario a character is in. I recommend
this game. I had a great experience. I recommend you check it out. here is my first 15 min gameplay of it.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ImpOnAjvV1A
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If your still waiting for Mount And Blade: Bannerlord to release, then i could, and would recommend this game for you. I've
been jumping back and forth between playing this game on my spare time when i'm feeling like shooting government officials
and terrorists from another dimension (That was a joke.) and with the constant updates to the game it brings relief to see where
the games is heading. As i've had this game even before when they had added vehicles to this game.
Longer story short.

Good game and i recommend to my friends and any others.. Although the game is fun, and has a variety of enemies, I feel like it
is just a reskinned sniper elite, as almost all of the mechanics the player uses is the same, except for the amulet abilities. At its
current price point it is not worth the money as I don't feel like you get enough value for what your spending. At best this is a
£25/$35 game. Best thing I can call it is the zombie mode of sniper elite on steroids, so if you don't have at least a group of 3
this will get boring fast. Sad because i was having high hopes of the game from the trailers that sadly fell flat after playing the
game myself.. Definitely recommend that you get this, even if it's the only DLC you get. The levels are challenging (plus you get
three new Endless maps) and the new enemies a fairly unique mechanically (I'll let you figure out what they do for yourself).
Though not for the faint of heart when it comes to singleplayer nightmare, victory (and five skulls) are still possible. So to be
more specific, here are some pros and cons from my playtime.

PROS
-Two new monsters with unique mechanics
-Three new campaign levels
-Three new Endless mode maps
-A new weapon (Dwarven Missile Launcher)
-A new trap (Spike Wall)
-A new trinket (Guardian Trinket)
-Two new character costumes (Backdraft for Warmage and Skull Ninja for Sorceress)
-Needless to say, everything above looks great and works well, being fairly balanced.

CONS
-Though not necessarily a complaint (I do love a challenge), the last two levels were quite obviously designed around the co-op
game mode (which is great). Unfortunately, this means that they can be extremelly difficult in singleplayer (at least on
Nightmare difficulty). Their not impossible just difficult. You have been warned. Don't let it keep you from getting this DLC,
though.

Other than that, nothing else comes to mind. Get it, play it alone, play it with a friend, and enjoy! And with the new cosmetics,
you can look snazzy while doing it.. \u0417\u0430 \u0430\u0447\u0438\u0432\u043a\u0438 + , \u0437\u0430
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443 \u043c\u0438\u043d\u0443\u0441, \u043d\u0435
\u0445\u0432\u0430\u0442\u0430\u0435\u0442 \u0437\u0432\u0443\u043a\u043e\u0432, \u0431\u0430\u0433\u0438,
\u043d\u0435\u0442\u0443 \u0430\u043d\u0438\u043c\u0430\u0446\u0438\u0439, \u043a\u043e\u043d\u0435\u0446
\u0438\u0433\u0440\u044b \u0438\u043b\u0438 \u0434\u0435\u0431\u0430\u0442\u043e\u0432
\u0432\u043e\u043e\u0431\u0449\u0435 \u0443\u0431\u043e\u0433\u0438\u0439 \u0438 \u043d\u0435 \u0432
\u0442\u0435\u043c\u0443 , \u0430\u0432\u0442\u043e\u0440 \u043f*\u0434\u0435\u0440a\u0441\u0442.

Negative for the game - underdeveloped, bugged( voices not always present when should be, text missing sometimes and
broken), clicking could be animated , sounds and voices lacking which you can make 10 times more diverse in one day, rather
than having same phrase for the whole game, unrelated to the main point end game.
Plus for the achievements , which I don't know why can't be put yet to achievement showcase.. for the cats! purr purr ^-^. Super
fast pace game that leaves no room for error on the harder levels, which is most of them. You'll be lucky to complete more than
two levels in each world. You start with little funds to build & the pay rooms take too long to build enough capital for offencive
rooms. The enemies never slow down & most of them destroy a room in one or two hits. The only reason to get this game is if
it's in a bundle. The game is so frustrating you'll be uninstalling after a few rounds. There aren't any tooltips or hints as to what
new rooms do, you have to figure out in-game & even then most of the rooms aren't obvious as to what they do. After the first
world the difficulty curve shoots straight up & there's no way to adjust it, it's just hard for the sake of being hard & sucks any of
the fun you were once having.. The game is awesome especially with mods.. Nicely done model, but only 2 costumes makes this
a very expensive buy. Yes, you can buy more costumes, but at the price level of the costumes i'll pass.
I dont know if i should recomend this DLC or not, and that fact makes me NOT recoment it.. I love this game!
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It is fairly short (25 minutes total play) but OK for an early release. I can't wait to get more content.

For an early release though, this game is surprisingly fun and genuinely scary! That little girl scout zombie girl FREAKED ME
OUT!!!. First I bought Guns, drums and steel for EU4, it was amazing. Than I bought Viking metal for CK2. It was amazing to.
So I had high expactations for this new "metal" music DLC. But it "overcome" my expectations. 9,5\/10 Realy good music!
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